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Coding and Data Compression 

Lec. 3 

Basic VL Codes 

The dates of most of the important historical events are known, but not always very precisely. 

We know that Kublai Khan, grandson of Ghengis Khan, founded the Yuan dynasty in 1280 (it 

lasted until 1368), but we don’t know precisely (i.e., the month, day and hour) when this act took 

place. A notable exception to this state of affairs is the modern age of telecommunications, a 

historical era whose birth is known precisely, up to the minute. On Friday, 24 May 1844, at 

precisely 9:45 in the morning, Samuel Morse inaugurated the age of modern telecommunications 

by sending the first telegraphic message in his new code. The message was sent over an 

experimental line funded by the American Congress from the Supreme Court chamber in 

Washington, DC to the B & O railroad depot in Baltimore, Maryland. Taken from the Bible 

(Numbers 23:23), the message was “What hath God wrought?” It had been suggested to Morse 

by Annie Ellsworth, the young daughter of a friend. It was prerecorded on a paper tape, was sent 

to a colleague in Baltimore, and was then decoded and sent back by him to Washington. An 

image of the paper tape can be viewed at [morse-tape 06]. 

 

A code is a symbol that stands for another symbol. At first, this idea seems pointless. Given a 

symbol S, what is the use of replacing it with another symbol Y ? However, itis easy to find many 

important examples of the use of codes. Here are a few: 

 

 Any language and any system of writing are codes. They provide us with symbols Y that we 

use in order to express our thoughts S.  

 Acronyms and abbreviations can be considered codes. Thus, the string IBM is a symbol that 

stands for the much longer symbol “International Business Machines” and the well-known 

French university ´Ecole Sup´erieure D’´electricit´e is known to many simply as Sup´elec. 

 Cryptography is the art and science of obfuscating messages. Before the age of computers, a 

message was typically a string of letters and was encrypted by replacing each letter with 

another letter or with a number. In the computer age, a message is a binary string (a bitstring) 
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in a computer, and it is encrypted by replacing it with another bitstring, normally of the same 

length. 

  ASCII and Unicode. These are character codes that make it possible to store characters of 

text as bitstrings in a computer. The ASCII code, which dates back to the 1960s [ascii-wiki 

09], assigns 7-bit codes to 128 characters including 26 letters (upper- and lowercase), the 10 

digits, certain punctuation marks, and several control characters. TheUnicode project assigns 

16-bit codes to many characters, and has a provision for evenlonger codes. The long codes 

make it possible to store and manipulate many thousands ofcharacters, taken from many 

languages and alphabets (such as Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew, Arabic, and Indic), and including 

punctuation marks, diacritics, mathematical symbols, technical symbols, arrows, and dingbats. 

 

The last example illustrates the use of codes in the field of computers and computations. 

Mathematically, a code is a mapping. Given an alphabet of symbols, a code maps individual 

symbols or strings of symbols to codewords, where a codeword is a string of bits, a bitstring. The 

process of mapping a symbol to a codeword is termed encoding and the reverse process is known 

as decoding. 

 

There are cases where variable-length codes (VLCs) have obvious advantages. As their name 

implies, VLCs are codes that have different lengths. They are also known as variable-length 

codes. A set of such codes consists of short and long codewords. Thefollowing is a short list of 

important applications where such codes are commonly used. 

 Data compression (or source coding). Given an alphabet of symbols where certain symbols 

occur often in messages, while other symbols are rare, it is possible to compressmessages by 

assigning short codes to the common symbols and long codes to the rare symbols. This is an 

important application of variable-length codes. 

 The Morse code for telegraphy, originated in the 1830s by Samuel Morse and Alfred Vail, 

exploits the same idea. It assigns short codes to commonly-occurring letters (the code of E is a 

dot and the code of T is a dash) and long codes to rare letters and punctuation marks (--.- to Q, 

--.. to Z, and --..-- to the comma). 

 Country calling codes. ITU-T recommendation E.164 is an international standard that assigns 

variable-length calling codes to many countries such that countries withmany telephones are 

assigned short codes and countries with fewer telephones are assigned long codes. These 

codes also obey the prefix property (Section 2.2) which means that once a calling code C has 

been assigned, no other calling code will start with C. 

 The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) is a unique number assigned to a book, to 

simplify inventory tracking by publishers and bookstores. 

 

VLCs, Entropy, and Redundancy 

Variable-length codes have become important in many areas of computer science. This lectures 

is presents the principles underlying this type of codes and describes the important classes of 

variable-length codes. Many examples illustrate the applications of these codes to data 

compression. 

Information theory is the creation, in the late 1940s, of Claude Shannon. Shannon tried to 

develop means for measuring the amount of information stored in a symbol without considering 
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the meaning of the information. He discovered the connection between the logarithm function 

and information, and showed that the information content (in bits) of a symbol with probability p 

is −log2 p. If the base of the logarithm is e, then the information is measured in units called nats. 

If the base is 3, the information units are trits, and if the base is 10, the units are referred to as 

Hartleys. 

Two concepts from information theory, namely entropy and redundancy, are needed in order to 

fully understand the application of VLCs to data compression. 

In general, the entropy of a set of n symbols depends on the individual probabilities Pi and is 

largest when all n probabilities are equal. Data representations often include redundancies and 

data can be compressed by reducing or eliminating these redundancies. When the entropy is at its 

maximum, the data has maximum information content and therefore cannot be further 

compressed. Thus, it makes sense to define redundancy as a quantity that goes down to zero as 

the entropy reaches its maximum. 

Entropy is a smallest number of bits required to represent the symbols. 

 

The redundancy R of the set of symbols is defined as the average code length minus the 

entropy. Thus, 

 
Consider the four symbols a1, a2, a3, and a4. If they appear in our data strings with equal 

probabilities (= 0.25), then the entropy of the data is −4(0.25 log2 0.25) = 2. Two is the smallest 

number of bits needed, on average, to represent each symbol in this case. We can simply assign 

our symbols the four 2-bit codes 00, 01, 10, and 11. Since the probabilities are equal, the 

redundancy is zero and the data cannot be compressed below two bits/symbol. 

 

Next, consider the case where the four symbols occur with different probabilities as shown in 

Table 2.3, where a1 appears in the data (on average) about half the time, a2 and a3 have equal 

probabilities, and a4 is rare. In this case, the data has entropy −(0.49 log2 0.49+0.25 log2 

0.25+0.25 log2 0.25+0.01 log2 0.01) ≈ −(−0.050−0.5−0.5−0.066) = 1.57 (The smallest number 

of bits needed, on average, to represent each symbol). 

 
 Code1 of Table 2.3 is designed such that the most common symbol, a1, is assigned the shortest 

code. When long data strings are transmitted using Code1, the average size (the number of bits 

per symbol) is 1 × 0.49 + 2 × 0.25 + 3 × 0.25 +3 × 0.01 = 1.77, which is very close to the 

minimum. The redundancy in this case is R = 1.77 − 1.57 = 0.2 bits per symbol. 
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Prefix Codes 

Encoding a string of symbols ai with VLCs is easy. No clever methods or algorithms are needed. 

The software reads the original symbols ai one by one and replaces each ai with its binary, 

variable-length code ci. The codes are concatenated to form one (normally long) bitstring. The 

encoder either includes a table with all the pairs (ai, ci) or it executes a procedure to compute 

code ci from the bits of symbol ai. Decoding is slightly more complex, because of the different 

lengths of the codes.  

When the decoder reads the individual bits of VLCs from a bitstring, it has to know either how 

long each code is or where each code ends. This is why a set of variable-length codes has to be 

carefully selected and why the decoder has to be taught about the codes. The decoder either has 

to have a table of all the valid codes, or it has to be told how toidentify valid codes. 

 

We start with a simple example. Given the set of four codes a1 = 0, a2 = 01,a3 = 011, and a4 = 

111 we easily encode the message a2a3a3a1a2a4 as the bitstring 01|011|011|0|01|111. This 

string can be decoded unambiguously, but not easily. When the decoder inputs a 0, it knows that 

the next symbol is either a1, a2, or a3, but the decoder has to input more bits to find out how 

many 1’s follow the 0 before it can identify the next symbol. Similarly, given the bitstring 011 . . 

. 111, the decoder has to read the entire string and count the number of consecutive 1’s before it 

finds out how many 1’s (zero, one, or two 1’s) follow the single 0 at the beginning. We say that 

such codes are not instantaneous. 

In contrast, the following set of VLCs a1 = 0, a2 = 10, a3 = 110, and a4 = 111 is similar and is 

also instantaneous. Given a bitstring that consists of these codes, the decoder reads consecutive 

1’s until it has read three 1’s (an a4) or until it has read another 0. Depending on how many 1’s 

precede the 0 (zero, one, or two 1’s), the decoder knows whether the next symbol is a1, a2, or 

a3. The 0 acts as a separator, which is why instantaneous codes are also known as comma codes. 

The rules that drive the decoder can be considered a finite automaton or a decision tree. 

 

Consider C(1)=0, C(2)=10, C(3)=110, C(4)=111 and the code is : 01011111010 

0, 10, 111, 110, 10 

If the first code is (0) then C(1) , no other one is started with 0. 

If the next code is (10), then C(2)or C(3) or C(4). It will be look at to the second number. It is 

C(3) and C(4) started with(1). 

Then with third number, we can know the select one. 

The following results can be proved:  

(1) A code is instantaneous if and only if it is a prefix code.  

(2) The set of UD codes is larger than the set of instantaneous codes (i.e., there are UD codes that 

are not instantaneous).  

(3) There is an instantaneous variable-length code with codeword lengths Li if and only if there 

is a UD code with these codeword lengths. 

The last of these results indicates that we cannot reduce the average word length of a variable-

length code by using a UD code rather than an instantaneous code. Thus, there is no loss of 

compression performance if we restrict our selection of codes to instantaneous codes. A UD code 
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that consists of r codewords of lengths li must satisfy the Kraft inequality, but this inequality 

does not require a prefix code. Thus, if a code satisfies the Kraft inequality it is UD, but if it is 

also a prefix code, then it is instantaneous. This feature of a UD code being also instantaneous, 

comes for free, because there is no need to add bits to the code and make it longer. 

A prefix code (a set of codewords that satisfy the prefix property) is UD. Such a code is also 

complete if adding any codeword to it turns it into a non-UD code. A complete code is the 

largest UD code, but it also has a downside; it is less robust. If even a single bit is accidentally 

modified or deleted (or if a bit is somehow added) during storage or transmission, the decoder 

will lose synchronization and the rest of the transmission will be decoded incorrectly. While 

discussing UD and non-UD codes, it is interesting to note that the Morse code is non-UD 

(because, for example, the code of I is “..” and the code of H is “....”), so Morse had to make it 

UD by requiring accurate relative timing. 

 

The Kraft–McMillan Inequality 

The Kraft–McMillan inequality is concerned with the existence of a uniquely decodable (UD) 

code. It establishes the relation between such a code and the lengths Li of its codewords. One 

part of this inequality, due to [McMillan], states that given a UD variable length code, with n 

codewords (string of bits) of lengths Li ( ex: 0011,that’s mean l=4), the lengths must satisfy the 

relation 

 
The other part, due to [Kraft 49], states the opposite. Given a set of n positive integers (L1, L2, . . 

. , Ln) that satisfy Equation (2.3), there exists an instantaneous variable-length code such that the 

Li are the lengths of its individual codewords. Together, both parts say that there is an 

instantaneous variable-length code with codeword lengths Li if and only if there is a UD code 

with these codeword lengths. The two parts do not say that a variable-length code is 

instantaneous or UD if and only if the codeword lengths satisfy Equation 

 

Ex: c1=1, C2=010, C3=0011 

In this Ex the length of c1=1 and c2=3 and C3=4, that’s mean l1=1, l2=3, l3=4 

 , satisfies the Kraft–McMillan inequality 

H.W:    

A.{0,1,21,10,11,210},     

B.{0,00,11,110,012,0110},    

C. {0,1,2,0102} 

 

 

http://arabteam2000-forum.com/uploads/monthly_07_2012/post-7008-008050600 1343051682.gif
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Tunstall Code 

The main advantage of variable-length codes is their variable lengths. Some codes are short, 

others are long, and a clever assignment of codes to symbols can produce compression.  

It is definitely easier to deal with fixed-length codes, and the Tunstall codes described here are 

an example of how such codes can be designed. The idea is to construct a set of fixed-length 

codes, each encoding a variable-length string of input symbols. As a result, these codes are also 

known as variable-to-fixed (or variable-to-block) codes, in contrast to the variable-length codes 

which are also referred to as fixed-to-variable. Tunstall coding is a code, which maps source 

symbols to a fixed number of bits. 

Construct set of 3_bit Tunstall using alphabet of three symbols A,B and C, with probabilities 

0.7,0.2 and 0.1, and calculate the average bit length.  

  

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code

